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From Stand Up Paddling in the Ascona delta
to cruises on Lake Lugano: discover the best of southern
Switzerland off the beaten track.
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Gottardo Bike is a ride for the adventurous
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CITY OF ART

A stroll through Lugano's cultural highlights
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One of the many
favorite places:
the director of
Ticino Turismo
Elia Frapolli on the
lakefront of Lugano.

Dear reader,
Join us for an excursion through a typical day in Ticino: hiking a glacier in the morning, and
then enjoying a gelato under the palm trees on the lakeshore in the afternoon. From hiking
in peaceful valleys to chatting with locals on a busy piazza, medieval castles to contemporary architecture, Italian style to Swiss precision, Ticino is a place of stimulating contrasts.
You'll find the full spectrum of local colour that southern Switzerland has to offer in
this inaugural edition of Ticino Turismo magazine. In the pages that follow, you can explore
the Gotthard region with a former racing cyclist, or take a boat cruise to a romantic dinner at a grotto on the lake. Discover the art scene emerging in the erstwhile finance hub
of Lugano, or sample a traditional cheese from Valle Muggio that is now being made with
Ticino's very first gin.
The hospitality of Ticino's wonderful hosts never fails to delight our visitors and makes
a holiday here unforgettable. Meet architect Giovan Luigi Dazio and his daughter Lisa, for
instance, who gave Hotel Fusio in Vallemaggia a new lease of life after a 46-year slumber. Or
the SUP instructor Andrea Pirro: this young entrepreneur takes guests on a Stand Up Paddle
board on excursions to the intriguing Ascona delta, with its clear, smooth, turquoise water.
Those are just some of the stories you'll find in this issue.
Sit back and relax, start to imagine your next holiday and get inspired for your visit to
Ticino. We look forward to meeting you!
See you soon,

Elia Frapolli
Director Ticino Turismo

5 REASONS WHY IT'S NICE
TO HOLIDAY IN TICINO
Climate
Mild. Even in winter, people sit outside in the piazza to drink an early-evening apéro. Did you
know that Ticino basks in
2,170 hours of sun a year?
People
The combination of Mediterranean culture and warm
hospitality ensures that
one feels immediately at
home in Ticino. Viva la vita!
Landscape
Whether hiking on the lake
or taking a cycling tour
through the mountains,
a beautiful view is guaranteed. Tag your photos on Instagram or Facebook with the hashtag
#ticinomoments and share
your personal highlights!
Cuisine
Southern Switzerland is
a delight for foodies, from
polenta in a simple grotto
to the haute cuisine of
a multi-starred restaurant.
Events
Whether you take in a
world-class film festival, a
jazz concert in the old town
or visit a wine cellar – Ticino boasts the longest openair season in Switzerland.
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Art in all colours,
shapes and sizes:
a cultural stroll
through Lugano.

Cycling from Gotthard to Biasca:
We go for a spin with former racing
cyclist.

Look for these binoculars in the magazine: they'll point you to
the best of what Ticino has to offer. From hidden-away localities and solitary paths to breath-taking views and surprises
amidst the everyday, it's often the little moments that make
you feel the most. And there are plenty on offer in Ticino,
where the delight is in the details. Find some of our favourites
at: ticino.ch/experiences

A weekend in…
Bellinzona.

INDEX
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This year, it's all about food:
Lugano has been named
“Città del gusto 2018”.
An array of events for foodies and gourmets is on offer.
luganocittadelgusto.ch
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Between tradition
and innovation: all
you need to know
about Ticino's
Merlot.

Passengers on the maiden rail journey through the
Gotthard Base Tunnel in
2017 were greeted by an
11-member concierge team
with tips for making the
most of their stay in Ticino.
As of April 2018, there will
be an app offering all these
tips in one place. Use it to
find activities that match
your existing interests, or
to discover a whole new
side of Ticino.
ticino.ch/apps
The world's best gelato
comes from southern Switzerland: “Quasi uno stecco” – this iced delight made
from coffee, chocolate, saffron, raspberries and lime,
and created by Gianluca
Fiorentino took first prize
for the best gelato at the
2017 patisserie world championship in Milan.
In Valle Onsernone, three
charming hostels joined together to become the Wild
Valley Hostels, offering
overnight accommodation
at every price range.
wildvalley.ch
It's official: Ticino wine is
tops. Piccola Vigna wineries in Coldrerio – located between Mendrisio and
Chiasso – won the gold
medal Grand Prix du Vin
Suisse 2017 for its Merlot.
piccolavigna.ch
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TICINO IS FULL OF SURPRISES

Did you know
that…
…the cinema screen on the Piazza Grande at the
Locarno Festival measures 80 square meters?
…there is a yoga trail in Sass da Grüm on Monte
Gambarogno?
…the smallest municipality in Switzerland is
Corippo (about a dozen inhabitants), a village
in the Verzasca Valley?
…there is a copy of Leonardo Da Vinci's masterpiece The Last Supper in Ponte Capriasca,
a village outside Lugano?
…over 6,000 years of history is on display at the
new archaeology park in Tremona?
…the northernmost rice-growing region of the
world is found in the Maggia Delta, and it's
brewed a fine rice beer?
…Mendrisio hosts its very own donkey racing
event once a year?
…there is a tea plantation with 1,400 plants on
Monte Verità, near Ascona?
…Bosco Gurin is the lone German-speaking
municipality in otherwise Italian Ticino?
…southern Switzerland's network of hiking
trails is some 4,000 kilometers long?
…author Hermann Hesse said of his adopted
home of Ticino, “The sun shines more intensely
here and the mountains are redder”?
…you can go trekking with llamas, donkeys and
mules in the Blenio Valley and learn some useful
skills for your business career at the same time?
Find out more on the next page!
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IN THE SADDLE, THROUGH THE BREATHTAKING BLENIO VALLEY

Finding one's place
among donkeys

In her former life, Susanne Bigler Gloor was the regional head of
HR for a large bank. Today she's surrounded by donkeys, mules
and alpacas in the beautiful Blenio Valley, where she offers

trekking and other nature experiences with her pack animals.

CUMIASCA

Laura's put her foot down. And her head too. Upon spotting the
last tasty tuft of grass in the meadow, she's stopped walking and
started grazing – much to Leo's chagrin. In his regular life, the
lanky 53 year-old is the CEO of a medium-sized company. People
usually listen to him. But Laura just ignores him, no matter how
much he coaxes, commands or pulls on her halter. Leo turns to
Susanne Bigler Gloor for help. With a smile, she tells him he needs
to communicate more clearly with the donkey, so that she knows
what he wants. “And how am I supposed to do that?” Leo asks.
Stubborn as they are, it's actually not so difficult to get a
donkey to follow instructions. “Animals notice immediately how
focused someone is,” comments the expert. Her observations
are drawn from half a lifetime's worth of experience with donkeys, mules and alpacas. Four years ago, she left her management position with a bank in Bellinzona and made the animal
business her full time job. Together with her business partners
Kurt Rammelmeyer and Rosmarie Herzig, she offers trekking
experiences and training courses with donkeys and other pack
animals as a way to “hit the road on four feet”.
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To say Cumiasca is a steep climb is something of
an understatement. Starting from Acquarossa,
the road starts to wind up the mountain. At
each sharp curve, the mountain vistas expand,
while the vegetation grows wilder. Our destination lies on a sunny plateau in the heart of
the Ticino peaks.
Villa Somarelli, a graceful stone manor
house, lies a short distance from the town. It's
easy to spot. Donkeys and mules graze in the
shade of trees on the lawn, while a small group
of visitors attempt to lead the animals over a
wooden plank in the middle of a ring.
GET IN TOUCH WITH ANIMALS AND NATURE
Around the back of the house, Rosmarie Herzig
and a group of children are preparing the donkeys and mules for an outing. “To get the most
out of this experience, you have to be ready to
open up to the animals and the surroundings,”
says Herzig, a former midwife who's found her
new vocation here as the resident “granny”.
She shows the children how to use halter and
reins correctly with the animals – and also
how to tell them apart. In her words, donkeys
are “headstrong and not fooled so easily” while
mules are “easier to lead if you're clever”.
“Our guests learn a great deal about
themselves through dealing with the animals,”
observes Susanne Bigler Gloor. She's in the
midst of demonstrating to a group of corporate
managers how to appear more authoritative:
stand up straight, gaze in the direction you
want the animal to follow, be firm yet friendly.
She shows how to make Laura stop munching
on grass and start moving again. “Pull gently,
don't slouch, stay focused on the goal and never
doubt for a moment you're the boss.” Walking
her own talk, she's soon followed by Laura, who
is now the very picture of an obedient donkey.

those for handicapped people.
Whether one comes for a single day or
a whole week, alone or in a group, the animals
are the centrepiece of the experience. They're
so charming, that it's a rare guest who doesn't
discover a new soft spot for pack animals. That's
also thanks to the Somarelli approach to the
animals: all three partners love and care for the
animals as though they were family members.
STARS, QUIRKY CHARACTERS
AND SWEET-TEMPERED INDIVIDUALS
Among the eight donkeys, five mules and four
alpacas, there are old couples, quirky characters
and sweet-tempered individuals. Introductions
to the animals are the first order of business
when guests arrive so that they know who (and
what) they are dealing with. In that regard, it's
not only important to learn the names and
personalities of each but also what they're
thinking – as translated by their handlers. “For
some guests,” laughs Bigler Gloor, “interpreting
the animals' thoughts helps to remove some of
the initial inhibitions and make contact easier.”
Now the group of children around the
back of the house are ready to start off with
their donkeys and mules. Today the plan is to
head toward Alpe di Nara, along a path that
winds through gentle meadows and rugged
peaks. The children are focused on their task:
they speak softly to the animals and only let
them graze during breaks. Seeing that their
instructions have the intended effect, and
the animals are doing what they're told, the
children grin ear to ear.
Even Leo, the CEO, is beaming. After
numerous attempts, he finally managed to
lead Laura over the wooden board. How did he
manage it? “I took her around to the board from
a different direction – and you see, it worked.”

FROM TREKKING TO CORPORATE EVENTS
TO SCHOOL CLASSES
For the once hard-charging career woman,
this job is a dream come true. “I tried a lot of
different things in my life. I was a teacher, did
a training in marketing and systemic process
modelling, then some more specific training
about interacting with people and animals,
and also worked for a few months on a ranch
in Texas.” Now all the different pieces of the
puzzle have come together in an elegant whole:
in her words, “I've arrived.” Her wide-ranging
background forms the basis of the equally
diverse activities on offer through Somarelli. Apart from trekking, training and holiday
packages, the three donkey whisperers also
organise team events, summer camp for kids
and adults as well as project weeks, including

Traveling with Laura, Lupita & Co.
Find out more about donkey trekking in the
Blenio Valley as well as overnight options:
somarelli.ch
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TOP TIPS FOR
DISCOVERING
TICINO'S WILD SIDE
Bird of prey watching
in Locarno
Explore the fascinating world of birds of
prey in the southernmost Switzerland's falconry. Flying demonstrations take place
every day in summer and at weekends during the winter. falconeria.ch
Turtles
in the river delta
Follow the nature trail
in Bolle di Magadino, one of the last remaining natural river
deltas in Switzerland,
to get up close with
unique plants and animals. ticino.ch/bolle
Lama Trekking in Iseo
On these tours of the
pristine terrain of Malcantone, the llamas
lead the way: it's even
easy for children. Relax and discover a hidden side of Switzerland.
lama-trekking.
lima-city.de
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01. Discover something new in Blenio Valley,
in the heart of Ticino's mountains: romantic
Villa Somarelli features unmatched views
of a wide sky and pristine landscape.
02. “Our guests learn about themselves by interacting
with our animals”: Susanne Bigler Gloor offers
trekking as well as training courses.
03. Fun for the whole family: children learn a playful
way to work with the eight donkeys, five mules
and four alpacas.

Take a walk on the
wild side in the Lukmanier Pass
Imagine watching
a line of forest ants
march along the
ground, hearing the
roar of a stag in the
distance or seeing an
eagle take flight.
During the summer,
Centro Pro Natura
Lucomagno offers a
variety of experiences to get up close to
the wildlife of the Lukmanier Pass.
pronaturalucomagno.ch
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“Stand Up Paddling

is like surfing,
but without the need
for waves.”

R E L A X — L AG O M AG G I O R E

STAND UP PADDLING IN THE ASCONA DELTA

A Stand Up Guy

Andrea Pirro's job is the stuff of other people's holiday dreams.
The beach is his office. The turquoise waters of Lake Maggiore

make up his commute. With a surfboard under one arm this 32
year-old's days are spent on the Stand Up Paddling board in
the wild Ascona Delta.

ASCONA

At first glance, the typical elements of a beach holiday: waves
lap the shore, while tall trees sway above sunbathers and reggae plays in the background. But then in the distance, a novel
sight appears: five stand up paddlers heading toward Ascona
Bay. Some of them are unsteady on their boards; they're still
beginners. Andrea Pirro shouts encouragement from the shore:
“That's it, guys!”
We're on Ascona Beach, where Pirro created the SUP (Stand
Up Paddling) Center with an attached bar. Growing up not far
from here, on the Melezza river, he's always had the outdoors in
his blood. He started his working life as a landscape gardener,
just to be outside in nature. A little while later, he learned that
watersports were his real calling. “I followed the river to Lake
Maggiore,” he laughs. During winters he worked as a snowboarding instructor in the Engadine Valley. When it got warm
again he'd head to surfing hot spots abroad, like Portugal or the
Philippines. But the next turning point in his life came at home,
when there were no waves to speak of.
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It was a warm night in the summer of 2011.
Andrea Pirro was relaxing with some friends
at the Lido Ascona, drinking beer, and chatting about life and surfing. Lake Maggiore lay
mirror-smooth that night, without a wave to
be seen: No chance for surfing. Then a friend
mentioned a new sport called stand up paddling
that he'd tried out abroad. As the name suggests, you stand up on a surfboard and paddle,
no waves needed. The friend explained that it
wasn't like surfing, yet it had a similar feeling.
Andrea Pirro was taken by the idea. The
next chance he got, he jumped on a SUP board.
He was so excited that he immediately signed
up for instructor training. He got five boards
and invited all his friends to the Lido Ascona.
Was it a tough business to launch? “Not at all,”
he says. People got it right away, locals as well
as tourists. SUP is a sport that anyone can do,
from kids to senior citizens. It's also a sport
with flexibility: you can do it by yourself or with
your family, for an hour or a whole afternoon.

THE BREEZE TASTES OF BARBECUE,
HOLIDAY AND RELAXATION
Back to the beach, Pirro starts up the grill. Next
he's shaking a round of his famous passion fruit
caipirinha cocktail while preparing the luganighe
sausage sandwiches. “Our aim isn't just to offer
physical activity — I want to give people a taste
of Ticino joie de vivre.” Sometimes a guest will
get out a guitar and sing an old Cuban song.
People get out of their chairs to dance or just
sway to the music with a glass in their hand.
The breeze wafts the scent of the outdoor grill;
it's the smell of holiday and relaxation.
Later in the evening, when the last of the
guests have gone, Pirro sits down at the fire.
Stretching his legs out in the sand, he gazes
out at the dark lake. What is it that he likes so
much about being here? Sipping his drink, he
replies, “It's simple. This place makes you happy.”

“I'M FASCINATED BY THE ASCONA DELTA:
IT IS PRISTINE, EVEN WILD.”
Meanwhile SUP is well established on Lake
Maggiore. School classes come here for sports
practice as well as companies for team building.
“People often seem a bit stressed when they
come to us”, says Pirro. But once they smell
the breeze from the lake and feel it on their
skin, you can see them start to relax. “This is
a place to go into vacation mode!”
Pirro often takes beginners on a tour
to the nearby Maggia estuary. “I'm fascinated
by the Ascona delta,” he says. This borderland
between river and lake is pristine, even wild.
“You're in the middle of nature. The water is
still and clear as glass.” Fish dart below the
board while ducks and herons can be glimpsed
among the reeds. Meanwhile, hikers find their
way among the many sandbanks.
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SUP and more
Interested in a SUP outing with Andrea Pirro?
Go to supascona.ch
For other SUP activities on Lake Maggiore,
also see: toucanclub.ch (Magadino) and
watersports.ch (Tenero). On Lake Lugano:
lugano-sup.ch (Agno) and lidomaroggia.ch
(Maroggia).
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DON'T MISS THESE SIX
OTHER TOP LEISURE
DESTINATIONS
AROUND ASCONA
Art Hotel Riposo
Young hotel owner
Olivia Studer regularly offers evenings
of fine musical entertainment in Ascona. hotelriposo.ch
Isole di Brissago
A beautiful area with
its own botanical garden, only 10 minutes
by boat from Ascona (Stand up paddlers
can get there on their
boards.)
isolebrissago.ch
Pasticceria Pinotti
This bakery in the
center of Ascona is
one of the town's longest, sweetest traditions. Don't miss
out on the amaretti with cream, cherry and chocolate
glaze. pinotti.ch
Seven Sea Lounge
This hip bar at the old
fisherman's wharves is
cosy by day and gets
rocking at night with
a house DJ. seven.ch
04

01. SUP is an all-ages activity, as suitable for kids
as seniors. It's also a sport that can be enjoyed alone,
or with family or co-workers.
02. “This place makes you happy.” Andrea Pirro brought
Stand Up Paddling to the Lake Maggioreregion.
03. The smell of a barbecue, holidays and an easy mood:
as evening comes, people lie back on the sand and sip
cocktails like “Caipifruta de Maracuja”.
04. A hit with the locals: Stand Up Paddling is a favorite of 
school classes as well as companies for team building.
05. The fun of SUP: after a paddling excursion, relax on
the river bank, listen to the birds, put your feet in the
sand and gaze out at the water.

JazzAscona
From 21st to 30th
June, for ten days,
Ascona becomes a
destination for jazz
fans from around the
world. jazzascona.ch
Termali Salini & Spa
Even when the weather outside is dreary,
it's always delightfully
warm here, in the largest salt baths of Ticino, in nearby Locarno. termali-salini.ch
Still need more ideas
for Ascona and its surroundings?
ascona-locarno.com
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Passionate about art: Carlotta Rossi,
36, in Spazio -1 in Lugano.

M A RV E L — LU G A N O

A CULTUR AL STROLL THROUGH LUGANO

Art in all colours,
shapes and sizes

In recent years, the financial hub of southern Switzerland has
been transformed into a cultural hotspot. Curator and art

historian Carlotta Rossi takes us around town to show off her six
favourite places, from contemporary art displayed in a historic
palazzo and boutiques selling the work of local designers to a
kiosk on the lake where you can relax with a good book.

LUGANO
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GREAT ART: PAINTINGS AND SCULPTURES IN
THE UNDERGROUND
“I like this place because art needs room to
breathe in order to have the right effect,” says
Carlotta Rossi of Spazio -1. Containing some
200 works from the collection of Giancarlo and
Danna Olgiati, the exhibition space is located
in the basement just next to LAC (Lugano Arte
e Cultura). Rossi knows nearly every picture on
the walls, including their back-stories. That's
impressive, of course, but perhaps not surprising
considering that she wrote her master's thesis
in art history on Futurism, which is represented by a number of works in the collection.
collezioneolgiati.ch
EXTRAVAGANT DESIGN AMONG THE
WINDOWS IN VIA NASSA
Just around the corner from the LAC lies Via
Nassa, a street that deserves to be known for
more than its high-end fashion boutiques and
watch retailers. There are also shops like Nordisk,
a heaven for design connoisseurs ranging over
several floors. From handmade crockery to fine
textiles, handbags and jewellery – everything
has been artfully selected and arranged. “This
is where I come when I'm looking for something
really special,” says Carlotta Rossi.
nordisknordisk.com

art. He has also created a pleasant space where
one immediately feels at ease,” says Carlotta
Rossi. danieleagostini.ch
EXPLORING THE WORLD OF ART BOOKS
Choisi bookshop is a little jewel box of a destination for fans of offbeat art and photography
books. “It's rare for me to leave without making
a purchase,” laughs Carlotta Rossi, adding
that she always finds something new. “It's an
amazingly creative place.” A small shop, Choisi
is easy to miss. But: “Because space is limited,
they are very selective with their books. I like
that,” says Rossi. choisi.info
AN ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION
WITH COCKTAILS AND POETRY SLAMS
Welcome to Turba. A self-described “association
for cultural emancipation,” it offers a space to
discuss books, take in performances of classical
music or spoken word, not to mention enjoy
creative cocktails. Located in an historic building
just next to the Cathedral of San Lorenzo that
reopened in autumn 2017 following a seven-year
renovation, the space consists of a lovely old
flat with stunning ceiling frescos. And here's a
plus: though Turba is a membership club, you
can buy one-off entrance tickets at the box
office. turba.xyz

TICINO'S GAZZOSA AND THE CHARM
OF CULTURE AT THE LAKE
We take a water taxi to Lido San Domenico,
where a kiosk called La Buvette has been transformed by friends of Carlotta Rossi who are
also art lovers. “For me this is one of the most
wonderful places in Lugano,” exclaims Rossi.
We concur. It's a fine spot to sip gazzosa, the
local Ticino soft drink, nibble on a salami platter,
browse through a book from the little library
and gaze out over the water. Other offerings
include brunch at the weekend and occasional
design exhibits and concerts. “It's like being on
holiday.” labuvette-lsd.ch
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A NICE GALLERY ON THE SCALINATA
Located by a flight of steps at the end of Via
Cattedrale is the Daniele Agostini gallery.
Agostini, 32, shows the work of young and
up-and-coming artists from Switzerland and
abroad in the magnificent rooms of an old
palazzo. “Daniele Agostini has good access to
02

A window into local design
The swiss Carlotta Rossi grew up in Como, studied art history in Milan and now
lives in Lugano. She says, “Since LAC Lugano Art e Cultura opened in 2015, the
city has really blossomed culturally.” Rossi, 36, works for the Villa Pia museum,
headquarters of the Lindenberg Foundation, is a coordinator with the ProMuseo
association and gives tours in the LAC. Together with Ticino designer Graziano
“Kiko” Gianocca, she launched Project Artificio, in which she fills the display
windows of Lugano's high-end boutiques with the work of local designers once
a year. artificio.ch
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THREE UNUSUAL ART
MUSEUMS IN TICINO
Ghisla Art Collection,
Locarno
It's not just the modern
and contemporary art
on display here that's
of interest, but also the
building itself: Martine and Pierino Ghisla
have placed their private collection on view
in a bright red, windowless cube. ghisla-art.ch
m.a.x. museo,
Chiasso
Here, in a sober and
airy building, unique
works of the swiss designer Max Huber
(1919–1992) can be discovered too. Temporary exhibitions
dedicated to great
characters are exposed
by the museum, like for
instance the recent one
dedicated to Oliviero
Toscani, famous for its
campaign for the Benetton label.
centroculturalechiasso.ch
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01. The staircase of the Turba Artists' Association for Cultural Emancipation
in Lugano. “This place is like a work of art”, says Carlotta Rossi.
02. An inspiring museum: Spazio -1 is in the basement adjoining the LAC
cultural centre and contains some 200 works from the Olgiati collection.
03. Carlotta Rossi in the bookstore Choisi: “Since the Lugano Arte e Cultura
(LAC) opened in 2015, the city has really blossomed culturally”.
04. Young, emerging artists are shown in the magnificent rooms of an historic
palazzo, in Daniele Agostini's gallery.

La Congiunta,
Giornico
This little village in
northern Ticino is an insider's tip for sculpture
fans: La Congiunta Museum, a modern monolithic structure by architect Peter Märkli, holds
some 30 sculptures by
Zurich artist Hans Josephson (1920–2012).
lacongiunta.ch
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WE GO FOR A SPIN WITH FORMER R ACING CYCLIST

Cycling with
a view

Challenging climbs, exhilarating descents and a

year-round cycling season in a diverse landscape
with spectacular views: it is no wonder that Oliver
Zaugg has chosen to make Ticino his new home.

The former professional cyclist offers mountain-bike

tours off the beaten track. Oliver accompanies us on
a ride from the St. Gotthard hospice to Biasca.

S A N G O T TA R D O

O L I VO N E

BIASCA
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ST. GOTTHARD HOSPICE, 6 AM
The Gotthard Pass is engulfed in a sleepy silence, the surrounding landscape shrouded in
thick fog. The rugged mountains, small lake and
Gotthard hospice, renovated in 2010, with its
distinctive roof are all hidden under a grey veil.
On the car park in front of the hospice,
Oliver Zaugg and Luca Focchetti prepare for
the day's ride ahead. Tyre pressure? Checked.
Brakes? Checked. Refreshments? Packed: we
are ready to hit the road.
Luca Focchetti is a keen biker. Today he
will be cycling from the pass at an elevation of
2,091 metres down to Biasca at 301 metres. For
this ride, he has chosen as his guide none other
than Oliver Zaugg. “I look forward to taking on
another tough challenge and discovering new
routes,” says Luca. With that, he saddles up
and sets off down the rugged Gotthard massif.
“The rocky terrain,” Oliver enthuses, “has an
almost mystical beauty to it and is relatively
easy going from a technical point of view.” Easy
going? Far from it! As we bounce and jolt down
the mountain, we are shaken more vigorously
than on a Crazy Fit vibration plate. The course
is a series of steep climbs and steep descents,
and the downhill run from Val Canaria to Airolo
seems never ending. Oliver Zaugg gives us some
valuable tips: “You need to move your weight
back and mainly use your rear brakes. And if
you find it too difficult, dismount.” No way!
About two and a half hours into the ride,
we reach the lake Ritom plateau, where we are
rewarded with a glorious view. As we behold
the surrounding mountain peaks reflected in
the lake's mirror-like surface, we feel as though
we have just stepped into a picture-perfect
postcard. We dismount from our bikes and
enjoy our first coffee of the day.
LAKE RITOM, 9 AM
After thirty minutes' rest, we saddle up and set
off again: “Now for the best part of the ride!”
Oliver announces eagerly. First we climb the
Passo dell'Uomo. “They call it the ‘Men's Pass’
because it is gruellingly hard,” he points out
jokingly. The trail takes us through a romantic
valley punctuated by farms and grazing cattle
and then climbs steeply through meadows and
scree up to the pass. We puff and pant, sweat
and groan, all the while promising ourselves,
“Never again!”. But the moment we reach the
top and take in the view of the mountain peaks
of Ticino, all the suffering is forgotten. Oliver
hands out sandwiches: “When I'm on my own,
I always stop here for a break to soak up the
view,” says the former racing cyclist. Blessed
with a diverse landscape and a mild climate offering an almost year-round cycling season, the
southerly canton of Ticino is very popular with
professional cyclists, many of whom choose to
move here after they retire. For Oliver, however,
it was more than just the landscape that had
attracted him: his wife is from Ticino.
As we begin our descent to the Lukmanier Pass, we find ourselves tackling the most
technically challenging section of the route:

We turn off the road and hurtle down rugged
tracks all the way to Olivone—a challenging,
fast, adrenaline-pumping ride. On arrival, none
of us regret choosing this route over the easier
option of the road.
OLIVONE, 1 PM
All that cycling has worked up quite an appetite,
and so at the dairy farm Töira in Olivone we
stock up on mouth-watering local cheese and
then negotiate the steep climb from Olivone
to Alpe Nara. On reaching the plateau, we lie
down in a verdant meadow and take in the
spectacular view of the Blenio Valley below us
from our lofty vantage point at an elevation of
1,900 metres. On our way to Biasca, we pass
the hamlet of Ludiano, the romantic ruins of
Serravalle Castle, several characteristic Ticino
villages and terraced vineyards. We also spot
the first few palm trees—a sure sign that we
have reached the southern side of the Alps. At
our destination in Biasca, ice creams with our
names on them await: extra-large portions, and
boy have we deserved them! Luca, who has just
experienced his home turf from a completely
new perspective, couldn't agree more.

01. As though one had cycled into a
postcard: the day's first coffee at
lake Ritom, 1,850 meters above
sea level.
02. Lush grapevines in every direction: a sure sign we've arrived
in the south.

02

01
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03. A good reason to get down from
your mountain bike: Oliver
Zaugg in the Serravalle ruins
with their imposing walls.
04. A cycling challenge with a
former champion: from St. Gotthard hospice down to Biasca 1,700 meters of elevation gain.

03

04

Gottardo Bike
The route from the Gotthard hospice to Biasca is part of the 106-km-long Gottardo Bike Route (Route 65). To make this reportage, two remarkable stops have
been added to the official trail. One to the Passo dell'Uomo and the other to the
Lucomagno. The ride from the Gotthard Pass to Biasca requires a certain level
of physical fitness and could easily be divided into two parts, with an overnight
stay at Olivone, followed by a leisurely ride to Biasca the following day.
Oliver Zaugg offers various on- and off-road tours in Ticino. On request,
he organises individual and group tours. In Losone, near Locarno, he manages
a cycle shop. Find out more: infinitosport.ch
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A MOUNTAIN BIKER'S PARADISE
Ticino offers cycling aficionados an extensive network of signposted cycle routes ranging from
easy to very hard, through Alpine
and Mediterranean landscapes.

OLIVER ZAUGG'S TIPS:
Alta Verzasca Bike (Route 399)
Culinary cycling trip for the whole family from Brione Verzasca to Sonogno, including the GoldenEye bungee jump at the Verzasca dam, the
“Ponte dei Salti” double-arched
stone bridge, a jump into the River Verzasca and risotto at a grotto.

FIVE MORE BEAUTIFUL ROUTES
THROUGH THE TICINO LANDSCAPE:
At high altitude with
the racing bike
To reach the Lake Narèt at the very
end of the Maggia Valley. Here the
paved road stops and just a few adventurous come: there is an altitude of 2,310 m. ticino.ch/naret
Bovarina Bike (Route 388)
Mountain-bike ride from Olivone to Orsaira with a magnificent view of the Greina.
Percorso Nord – Sud (Route 3)
Bike ride from Airolo to Bellinzona on a normal bike. It is well worth
stopping off en route to visit Giornico with its seven churches and to
tuck into a dish of polenta at one
of the village's many grottos.
Percorso Vallemaggia (Route 31)
Explore the picturesque Maggia Valley
on an e-bike. Take in the deep, awe-inspiring gorges, the deafening waterfalls
and the crystal clear water of the River Maggia. This tour was awarded the
“Prix Velo Infrastructure” prize in 2016.
Lugano Bike (Route 66)
The 120-kilometer tour from Lugano to Ponte Tresa is one of the most
beautiful trips in southern Ticino.
ticino.ch/cycling
schweizmobil.ch

E X P E R I E N C E — A LTO T I C I N O

“A great variety

of itineraries
and landscapes
in a Mediterranean
climate – Ticino is
perfect for cycling!”
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A mountain of action

From slack lining
to climbing
THE HIGHEST HIGHLIGHTS
FOR ARCHITECTURE FANS
22 kilometers, 916 meters of
cumulative elevation gain:
getting to the top of the
Monte Bar bike route (no.
358) isn't easy, but the view
of Lugano, the Alps and
the lake are worth it. Take
in the full panorama from
Monte Bar hut, a wooden
cube with a wall of windows
designed by two young architects from Mendrisio.
myswitzerland.com/
bikemontebar

140

kilometers of single trails
await mountain bikers in
Ticino. Full speed ahead!
ticino.ch/mtb

CLIMBING THE DAM
While James Bond may have
jumped off the Verzasca
Dam in “GoldenEye”, you
can climb up another dam
in Ticino. At the far end of
the Blenio Valley, you'll find
the longest artificial climbing trail in the world at the
Luzzone Dam: 160 meters
straight up!
bellinzonese-altoticino.ch

OUTDOOR FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
Monte Tamaro – located between Locarno
and Lugano – is a haven for outdoor enthusiasts. On the mountain of 1,960 meters
it's possible to give vent to one's feelings on
the high rope course or shoot down the 800
meter long toboggan run or flight at over 60
km/h with a flying fox. After so much exertion, head to the foot of the mountain to relax
at Splash & Spa Tamaro. tamaropark.ch

KEEP YOUR BALANCE – OR GET WET
After a hike through the Lukmanier Pass that
takes you through solitary Val Cadlimo – you
might see ibexes along the way – you'll reach
the Cadlimo mountain hut, where a special
treat awaits. In summer, hut warden Heinz
puts up a slack line over the lake and invites
visitors to a contest. Anyone who manages
to cross the lake (and takes a video as proof)
gets a free overnight stay in the hut.
cadlimohuette.ch

www.hotel-internazionale.ch
• A few steps from the historical city centre
• View on the UNESCO castles or the surrounding valleys
• In front of the train station (first stop south of Alptransit)
• Building of beginning ‘900 completely renovated
• 68 rooms and 3 suites fully soundproofed and with
anti-allergic bedding
• Two rooms for disabled people
• Air conditioning or heating
• Reception 24h a day
• Restaurant open 7 days a week with traditional
and mediterranean cuisine
• Very sunny terrace and heated in winter
• Wellness centre of 250 m2 and fitness
• Modular conference rooms
• Parking for hotel guests
• Non-smoking hotel
Hotel & SPA Internazionale
Viale Stazione 35, CH – 6500 Bellinzona
Tel. +41 (0)91 825 43 33, Fax. +41 (0)91 825 46 46
info@hotel-internazionale.ch

LUG AN O

Hospitality & design
Design hotel close to the university
campus and Convention Centre.
Modern, bright rooms with LED TV
and free non-alcoholic drinks.
Free Wi-Fi, printers on each floor.
In-house underground parking.
We welcome you throughout the
year.
Via G.Bagutti 4, CH-6900 Lugano
Tel. +41 91 222 09 00, www.hotelcitylugano.ch

Lakeside charm
Unique location on the lakeside
promenade, overlooking lake and
mountains.

City lifestyle
The new Hotel City is located between Piazza Grande and the lake.

Charming rooms with balcony, TV
and free Wi-Fi. Fitness room and
bicycles available for free.

Modern rooms with balcony, TV,
desk, Nespresso coffee machine,
air conditioning and free Wi-Fi.
Underground parking.

We welcome you from March to the
end of December.

We welcome you throughout the
year.

Viale Verbano 13, CH-6600 Locarno-Muralto
Tel. +41 91 735 80 00, www.hotelgeranio.ch

Via G. Cattori 4, CH-6600 Locarno
Tel. +41 91 601 88 10, www.hotelcitylocarno.ch
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A WEEKEND IN…

Ciao
Bellinzona!

Ever since the new Gotthard Base Tunnel
opened, Bellinzona has gone from

strength to strength. More visitors are

discovering the charms of this small city

of 44,000 inhabitants. Whether strolling
through its narrow lanes, sampling some
of the local delicacies, striding its castle
ramparts or relaxing under its fragrant
cedar trees, Bellinzona is a trove of
discoveries waiting to be made.

FRIDAY
6 PM: IN THE PARADISE
OF LOCAL BEERS
While the traditional
evening to go out for drinks
in Ticino is Thursday, Friday night is also perfect for
a beer – and where better
to go for a cold brew than
the aptly named Il Fermento? It's a cosy bar with a
cosmopolitan ambiance,
located in the heart of the
old city. Local microbrews
on tap include Officina della
Birra from Bioggio, near
Lugano. While you're here,
be sure to try a tarte flambé
too. ilfermento.ch
8 PM: GO ALL IN FOR
TRADITION!
In one of the winding lanes
at the base of Castelgrande,
you'll find a trattoria that
exemplifies the classic image of Bellinzona. Trattoria
Cantinin dal Gatt features
stone walls, a vaulted

ceiling and a traditional,
seasonally-oriented menu.
Select your wine and enjoy
fine cold cuts or piping hot
gnocchi. cantinindalgatt.ch
11 PM: WIND DOWN
IN AN HISTORIC PALAZZO
Boutique hotel La Tureta is
located in an historic palace
on the village square in Giubiasco, just three minutes
by train from Bellinzona.
Featuring friendly hosts
and a tremendous breakfast buffet, the hotel has
31 rooms to choose from.
It is located near to signed
bicycle routes, and offers
bicycle rental, a repair
shop and laundry service.
latureta.ch
SATURDAY
9 AM: BITE INTO A BISSOLO
Head to Café Peverelli on
Piazza Collegiata and be
sure to order a bissolo with
your coffee. Bellinzona's

most famous sweet is a delicate bit of pastry containing
chestnut-chocolate filling
and decorated with a snake,
the city's heraldic emblem.
panetteriapeverelli.ch
11 AM: SHOP THE
SATURDAY MARKET
Some 120 vendors set up
their stands early in the
morning on Saturday, offering everything from piquant
cheese, to boar salami and
goat sausage, to freshly-baked bread and polenta
flour. Many restaurants in
the old town offer a “market
platter” at lunch time.
bellinzonese-altoticino.ch
2 PM: AN HISTORIC
PERSPECTIVE
From Piazza Collegiata,
Salita San Michele winds up
to Castelgrande, a fortress
from medieval times that
forms part of the Castles of
Bellinzona UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Explore the
castle's museum or stride
along the ramparts. And if
all of that only whets your
appetite for more history,
the fortresses of Montebello and Sasso Corbaro are
just a stone's throw away.
ticino.ch/walls
4 PM: PAUSE BENEATH
THE CEDARS
As birds sing and a fountain
splashes, a bench shaded
by palm trees and cedars
beckons you to sit down for
a moment and read your
book, or simply take in the
delightful scene presented
by this little park belonging
to the Villa dei Cedri. Thus
refreshed, continue your
exploration of this upper-class 19th century villa
with a tour of the collection
of modern and contemporary art inside. villacedri.ch
8 PM: HAVE A ROUND OF
DRINKS IN THE COURTYARD
When you enter in La Corte
in Fiore, it's like stepping
into an enchanted world:
blossoming pomegranate
trees and fragrant jasmine
vines bedeck the walls
and vaulted ceiling of this
atmospheric cellar space.

01

The restaurant in the city
centre opened in 2017
with an offering of over 60
cocktails and a seasonally
oriented kitchen. Special
events include jazz concerts and mystery evenings.
lacorteinfiore.ch
MIDNIGHT: BUONANOTTE
AT THE INTERNAZIONALE
The imposing Hotel Internazionale is a favourite
meeting spot for locals as
well as an overnight option
for visitors. The hotel's 63

BE LLINZONA
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01. A city full of history:
view of the grand collegiate
church SS. Pietro e Stefano
with Castello Montebello
in the background.
02. Fresh seasonal produce, polenta
flour or goat sausage: the picturesque Saturday market
in the old city is a destination
for foodies.
03. Medieval fortress and UNESCO
heritage site: Castelgrande
is a symbol of Bellinzona that
offers numerous leisure opportunities.

rooms are well equipped;
some also offer a view of
Bellinzona's castles. The
hotel spa is the ideal place
to unwind after a long day
of sightseeing.
hotel-internazionale.ch
SUNDAY
10 AM: BE MOVED
Our Lady of Graces church
is considered one of the
most beautiful churches in
Ticino: a magnificent fresco
depicting the crucifixion is
surrounded by scenes from
the life of Christ. It is one of
the most important painting cycles of the late Middle
Ages and Renaissance in
Ticino.
bellinzonese-altoticino.ch

02

03

NOON: TUCK INTO
SUCKLING PIG AT THE
CASTLE'S GROTTO
RESTAURANT
Enjoy a fantastic view over
the roofs of Bellinzona from

the terrace of Grotto San
Michele restaurant, near
the Castelgrande fortress.
During the winter, warm
up in the cosy cellar with
hearty fare including crispy
suckling pig from the
Leventina Valley.
castelgrande.ch
2 PM: TAKE YOUR
THRILLS TO NEW
HEIGHTS
From Monte Carasso, there
is a nice four-hour, roundtrip hike to Ponte Tibetano
Carasc. This suspension
bridge is 270 meters long
and takes one along dizzying heights over the pristine
valley between Monte
Carasso and Sementina.
Once back in town, quench
your thirst with a gazosa
Coldesina, the fizzy drink
from Bellinzona that dates
back to 1885. Salute!
ticino.ch/tibetan
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Gin Bisbino is made
with just seven herbs:
Martino Mombelli in the
historic garden of Sagno.

M A RV E L — VA L L E D I M U G G I O

CULINARY DISCOVERIES IN VALLE DI MUGGIO

“Traditions need
to evolve and grow
or they die out”

Marialuce gave an almost-forgotten cheese a new lease of life.

Meanwhile, four friends were distilling Ticino's first gin. The stunning

valley in the southernmost part of Ticino is the source of ingredients
for both products. Now the two have come together as “Gincarlin”,

zincarlin cheese with Gin Bisbino. Their producers spoke to us about
their home, local traditions and the future.

VA L L E D I M U G G I O

Time seems to have stood still in the historic gardens of
Sagno, an idyll all their own in Valle di Muggio. Plump tomatoes
hang on the vines; a stone table awaits guests; a cat slips through
the flowerbed. We're 600 meters above sea level. Chiasso lies
just below. On a clear day you can see as far as Milan.
Martino Mombelli kneels in the garden where he grows
the herbs for his gin: sniffing the verbena, inspecting the lemon
balm. He hands us a stevia leaf to taste. Marialuce Valtulini,
whom everyone calls “Luce” (Italian for light), stands next to
him. The two met at the chestnut festival here in autumn 2016.
Martino Mombelli had just launched Ticino's first gin with three
of his friends, which they called Gin Bisbino. Although Luce
had never tried gin before, she was an instant fan: “I thought it
tasted incredibly good.” Then, the next time she was kneading
her zincarlin cheese into shape, it occurred to her to wonder,
“Why don't I try treating my cheese with gin instead of (the
usual) white wine?” And thus “Gincarlin” was born.
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Martino Mombelli, what
did you like about Luce's
idea of combining her
zincarlin with your gin?
Martino Mombelli (MM):
Gincarlin is an ancient tradition that's been interpreted in a new way – let's call it
zincarlin 2.0. Both products
have a deep connection to
Valle di Muggio.
What did you like about
Gin Bisbino, Marialuce
Valtulini?
Marialuce Valtulini (MV): To
put gin and Ticino together – it was like chalk and
cheese. And it was something unheard of: people
in Ticino only ever drank
red wine. Gin Bisbino was
something new and different. I love people with
innovative ideas.
But purists surely
wouldn't have “desecrated” traditional
zincarlin with gin?
MV: Traditions are all well
and good, but they have to
keep evolving somehow. I
love traditional things! You
know, I make my zincarlin according to a very old
recipe handed down by my
mother. And I love all the
old stories people tell in our
valley. But traditions that
don't change with the times
are doomed to die out eventually. You can't get stuck.
Where is it then that
you would not compromise?
MV: When it comes to the
ingredients for my cheese. I
would never buy milk that
came from another valley
because that would change
the identity of a zincarlin
cheese. In Valle di Muggio,
we have special vegetation
with a lot of herbs. You can
taste it.
Martino Mombelli, what
have you learned from
Luce?
MM: An incredible amount!
No one knows the culinary
secrets of this valley as well
as she does. We admire her
tremendous knowledge

but also her passion for the
product. She is meticulous,
with a real dedication to
detail. And you need that to
make gin as well: our mix
of herbs is calibrated to the
milligram.
Valle di Muggio is your
home. What makes this
place special?
MV: We're a culinary
stronghold. We love good
food! And of course there's
more to it than zincarlin
cheese and Gin Bisbino. We
have the finest chestnut
and polenta flour, brasato
with herbs, veal ragout with
mushrooms and the famous
formaggini. And Martino
brews a tasty beer (laughs).
And every year in mid-October we have a chestnut
festival – you can't afford to
miss that.
MM: I'm taken by the peace
and beauty of this region – I
wasn't surprised when Valle
di Muggio was named the
most beautiful landscape in
Switzerland in 2014. You can
also do some wonderful hiking, particularly on Monte
Bisbino!
How do you envision
the future of Valle di
Muggio?
MV: It's heartening to see
that the population is
stable and young people are
coming back. Quality of life
is very high, and apparently
more people are looking for
ways to balance a hectic life.
MM: Everyone knows each
other – only about 4,000
people live here – I like that.
We live in beautiful natural
surroundings, a pristine
landscape, yet in 10 minutes
you can get to Chiasso or to
Lugano in half an hour. Valle
di Muggio is open to the
south; we've always benefited from different influences
and new ideas. We're not an
isolated valley, thankfully!

01

LIVING TRADITIONS: ZINCARLIN
A heritage cheese product from Valle di
Muggio, zincarlin might have died out had
it not been for the efforts of Marialuce
Valtulini and Associazione dei comuni del
Generoso to revive the tradition. In 2005,
Valtulini – now 68 – started producing the
intensely-flavoured, cylinder-shaped cheese
commercially. In this version, the rind of the
cheese was treated with Gin Bisbino instead
of the traditional white wine and reborn as
“Gincarlin.” Local retailers include Il Magnifico Borgo in Mendrisio (Via Industria 5).
Incidentally, Gincarlin tastes especially nice
in a risotto! zincarlin.valledimuggio.ch

Other suggestions
Looking for other things to do in Valle di Muggio? See mendrisiottoturismo.ch

M A RV E L — VA L L E D I M U G G I O

A RUNAWAY SUCCESS: GIN BISBINO
It all started with four friends and a simple
idea: “Let's make gin.” Martino Mombelli,
Giona Meyer, Rupen Nacaroglu and Damiano
Merzari, all between 33 and 41, loved gin but
had no idea how to make it. “We tinkered
with the recipe for 12 months straight before
we got it right,” laughs Giona Meyer. The
end result was a refined, very balanced gin
with seven herbs named Bisbino in honour of
Monte Bisbino in Valle di Muggio. “We didn't
want to use a lot of different herbs – only the
right ones, and all organic,” says Rupen Nacaroglu. The four young fellows have already
upped the ante: their own amaro – “Amaro
Generoso” made its debut in autumn 2017.
bisbino.ch
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5 CULINARY
DISCOVERIES TO
MAKE IN TICINO
Büscion
A creamy, coneshaped soft cheese
made from goat's or
cow's milk. Best enjoyed on its own, ideally in a place like
the “farm of happy
goats”.
capra-contenta.net
Marrons glacés
Once-hard chestnuts
soak in a sugar solution until they become
the soft and sweet
temptation familiar from pastry shops.
sandrovanini.ch
Spampezie
These large pastries filled with nuts
are only made in
certain villages of
the Leventina Valley. spampezia.ch
Nocino
A light liqueur made
from green nuts,
hence the name nocino (“little nut”). It is
the most popular form
of bitters in Ticino.

02

01. Muggio Valley, with its characeristic terraces, was
named Switzerland's most beautiful landscape in 2014
by the national foundation for landscape protection.
02. Refined, balanced, organic – and made with just seven
herbs: Gin Bisbino is Ticino's very first gin.

Pan di mort
This sweet “bread of
the dead” is made
(and eaten) on All
Soul's Day. It usually includes dried and
candied fruits, cacao and chestnuts.
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GROT TI TOUR OF L AKE LUGANO

A man and his lake

Being on the water is a way of life for Alessandro Rezzonico – and

his family. The fifth generation to carry on the tradition of boating on
Lake Lugano, Rezzonico offers tours of the local grottos, cosy little

restaurants that offer brasato, polenta and other delights of dining by
candlelight.

E N J OY — L AG O D I LU G A N O

LUGANO
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It's 7:20 pm on one of those perfect summer
nights in Lugano: waves lap the shore as a group
of teenagers go by in a paddleboat. On the shore,
kids are enjoying their gelato. “Everybody in,”
calls the boatman to a line of people waiting
at the dock. Moments later, they're snapping
photos of San Salvatore and the elegant lakeside villas slipping past. The air is balmy and
pleasant even as the craft picks up speed and
everyone's hair gets tousled.
Soon the little grottos on the other side
of the lake come into view. With our destination drawing close, stomachs start to rumble
with the pleasant prospect of becoming more
intimate with the culinary side of Ticino. These
summer evening tours of the grottos lining Lake
Lugano only started in 2016, but have quickly
become popular. The boats take visitors for
dinner to a grotto of their choice – each one
intimate and charming in its own way – and
pick them up again two hours later.

An evening grotto cruise: a romantic postcard just before
anchoring at the typical fishing village of Gandria.
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Now Alessandro Rezzonico is also out on deck.
As the fifth generation of his family to work on
Lake Lugano, he's inherited a passion for being
on the water. “We love it,” he says. Even as a
child, Lake Lugano was an important presence in
his life. “It was always there, like a tremendous
force,” he recalls. Now 38, Rezzonico took over
the management of the Motoscafi Riuniti tour
boat company in 2015. In addition, Rezzonico
directs sales and marketing for Società Navigazione del Lago di Lugano, which offers the
Grotti Tours.
Where did the idea for these tours originally come from? “Many of the grottos can
only be reached on foot or by boat,” explains
Alessandro Rezzonico. At night, when the regular boat services stop running, you could only
get there by taxiboat.” Recognizing a need that
was also a business opportunity, the evening
Grotti Tours were born.
We've arrived at our first destination
of the evening: Grotto San Rocco. A group of
Americans disembarks, chatting excitedly. The
scent of polenta and grilled luganighe sausages,
a Ticino specialty, wafts out to us. Despite the
tempting smells, our gaze continues to be drawn
in the other direction, out over the water. No
wonder: San Rocco has the best views of the
Gulf of Lugano.
HEARTY RISOTTO, PIQUANT ALPINE CHEESE
AND MERLOT IN “TAZZIN”
The tours have been a resounding success,
even among the locals. “People from Ticino
have discovered these tours for themselves,”
recounts Alessandro Rezzonico. They like to
go out in the evening – and what could be
more romantic than sharing a fine brasato by
candlelight in the intimate atmosphere of a
grotto, sharing thoughts about some of the big
questions in life? “We're so pleased that locals
as well as tourists have been enthusiastic about
the Grotti Tours,” says Rezzonico.
Our next destination can already be
glimpsed from a distance: the sign for Grotto
dei Pescatori stands out against the dark stone
of the harbour wall in white script. It's one of
nine grottos on the tour. Here you can sit down
at solid stone tables under tall trees, sip a glass
of Merlot and sample piquant Alpine cheese.
Mains typically consist of a hearty Merlot
risotto or a fish freshly caught from the lake
itself. But tonight we're not dining: our craft
only pauses long enough for a few passengers
to get on board before we're off again.
Alessandro Rezzonico is an unabashed

devotee of the Ticino grottos. “They stand for
tradition, culture, a sense of home – and of
course they are places where memories are
made,” he declares. As the quintessence of
Ticino charm, these rustic little restaurants
have experienced a renaissance in recent years.
“People don't want to go to slick, designer-type
lounges anymore. They prefer an authentic
place with honest cuisine,” Rezzonico observes.
A yearning for simple pleasures – the Ticino
grotto is the perfect embodiment of this trend.
EVERY CORNER HAS SEEN SOMETHING OF
LIFE, EVERY FLIGHT OF STEPS TELLS A STORY
We arrive at Gandria, an old Ticino village
suspended in time. Here, every flight of steps
seems to tell a story; every corner has seen
something of life. The walls of each house are
witnesses to history. “This is why I love my lake.
Where else would you find such a wonderful
backdrop?” Alessandro asks rhetorically, pointing
to the village. Once again we bid farewell to a
few passengers and wish them buon appetito
– in another two hours we'll see them again.
The boat returns to pick all of the passengers
up following their memorable grotto meals,
ferrying them back to Lugano. At the latest,
everyone will be back on shore by 10.30 pm.
Just before we reach Elvezia, our final
stop, Alessandro Rezzonico confides some of
the lake's hidden magic. Its true charms have
to be experienced through all four seasons. “In
the spring, the gardens in the villas come alive
with colour. In the summer everything is lush
and you can't wait to jump into the cool water. In
autumn, the forests turn red and gold, and the
water itself takes on a different shade of blue.
And then there's winter,” he says, pausing as
he points to the horizon. “In winter you see the
mountains with such clarity. It's like a dream,”
he says, gazing out at the water.

02

Grotto-hopping on the water
From early June to late August, Società Navigazione del Lago di Lugano offers an evening tour of
Lake Lugano's grottos by boat. The trip departs at 7.20 pm from Lugano, picks up passengers on
the return leg at 9.30 pm and drops them back to the city by 10.30 pm at the latest. Tickets cost
15 CHF and require a reservation in the grotto of one's choice. lakelugano.ch
Groups may arrange their own grotto tour by chartering a private boat through Motoscafi Riuniti.
motoscafiriuniti.ch For couples or families, taxiboat provide another option. A list of providers
can be found at: boatcenterpalace.com or ambrataxi.ch
For general information see: luganoregion.com

01
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RISOTTO AL MERLOT
CON LUGANIGHETTA
DEL TICINO

A recipe by Roberto

Galizzi, chef at Grotto
dei Pescatori

Serves four people:
• 320 g carnaroli rice
• 3 shallots,
chopped fine
• 80 g butter
• 50 g Parmesan
cheese, grated
• 30 ml olive oil
• 400 g luganighetta sausage
• 150 ml red Merlot
• 1 liter meat bouillon
• Chopped fresh
herbs (parsley,
thyme, tarragon)

04

01. Grotto dei Pescatori is one of 9 places on the tour where you can sit down
at a stone table under the trees and enjoy a glass of Merlot.
02. Even as a child, the lake was an important presence for Alessandro Rezzonico. Now 38, he is the fifth generation of his family to work on Lake Lugano.
03. Since 2016, locals as well as tourists have been taking grotti cruises for a
romantic evening dinner at the restaurant of their choice, returning
on the same boat after two hours.
04. Piquant Ticino cheese with Merlot served in a typical “tazzin” stoneware
cup. The grotti stand for tradition, culture, home.

Preparation:
Sauté shallots in
30 g of butter. Add
rice and stir, cooking
until grains become
transparent. Deglaze
with the Merlot,
shaking in a scoop
of the bouillon and
letting this simmer
for about 15 minutes,
until the rice is cooked
al dente. Meanwhile,
add the olive oil to
a pan with 30 g of
shallots and sauté,
adding the crumbled
sausage and frying for
5 minutes. Then add
the herbs. Take the
risotto off the heat,
adding the remaining
butter and Parmesan.
Plate the risotto with
the sausage and
herb mixture on top.
Buon appetito!

ASSAPOR ARE
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Try these 5 ideas for a relaxing visit to Ticino

La vita è bella!
WATERFALLS!
Wherever there
are mountains, you'll also
find waterfalls. There are
several places in Ticino to
see these natural wonders
close up: the Froda waterfall, deep in the Verzasca
Valley, or Pozzón in Osogna,
a romantic little lake ideal
for a dip. Be sure to visit the
waterfall and swimming
pool near the historic Malcantone forge at Aranno.
ticino.ch/hammer

SIT BACK WITH A
GOOD BOOK
Find your next read in the
open-air library of Ciani
Park. It's the ideal place
to enjoy your book with
views of Lake Lugano. Our
suggestion? A novel by Hermann Hesse. Not only did
he spend considerable time
in Ticino, but even wrote
“Siddhartha” here.
ticino.ch/park

A LITTLE PARADISE ON LAKE LUGANO
Boasting a Greek temple, a tea house, Baroque statues and Mediterranean plants,
Scherrer Park on Lake Lugano is a landscape
of surprises. Arthur Scherrer (1881-1956),
originally of St. Gallen, was a landscape
gardener with an eye for art who created his
own garden of marvels in Morcote.
morcoteturismo.ch

FLAVOURS OF THE FARMHOUSE KITCHEN
For a taste of Ticino country cuisine, book
a Swiss Tavolata. One of the farm-to-table
hostesses is Gabriella Monfredini Rigiani,
a passionate angler and chef offering dinner
at her wine cellar in Melide. swisstavolata.ch

130

romantic mountain lakes
await hikers and solace-seekers in Ticino.

“STONE FLOWER” WITH A VIEW
From the top of Monte Generoso, take
in architect Mario Botta's latest masterpiece,
while enjoying a 360-degree view with
lunch. Afterwards, discover the 10 “Nevère”,
once used as natural refrigerators.
ticino.ch/stoneflower
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SPEND THE NIGHT IN FUSIO, WHERE THE WALLS ARE STEEPED IN HISTORY

“We're intrigued by the stories
behind these old stones”
They are bringing the past into the future and new life to the rear Maggia
Valley: Ticino architect Giovan Luigi Dazio and his daughter Lisa Dazio

have dedicated themselves to the preservation of historic buildings and

restored several houses in their home village of Fusio. We met up with them
for a chat at Hotel Fusio, which – thanks to their efforts – reopened in May
2017 after a long hiatus.
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FUSIO

Shaping
the future
by rebuilding
the past:
Giovan Luigi
Dazio and his
daughter Lisa.

Signor Dazio, you live by the words,
“Never use concrete, only stone.” Where
does your passion for these old walls
come from?
Giovan Luigi Dazio (GLD): I feel very connected to the earth. I like simplicity, the
spirituality of nature.
What about you, Lisa Dazio?
Lisa Dazio (LD): I'm intrigued by the history
behind these stones. We should really engage
more with our past – it's the only way we can
prepare for the future.
Most people are drawn to life in the city.
Yet you've devoted yourselves to forgotten valleys. Why is that?
GLD: Ticino's valleys are repositories of
tradition, culture and identity. We have to
look after them; else they will disappear. And
now the tide seems to be turning: people are
tired of all this excess. The spaciousness and
solitude offered by a valley like ours is gaining new value in our hectic age. Minimalism
is the future.
Are you a minimalist too, Lisa?
LD: (laughing) Not like my father! But in all
seriousness, I feel our valley is not so sleepy
as people might have you believe. It's not

a museum – it's still a living place. And in
fact technology is now offering many young
people new opportunities. If you are a 'digital
nomad' all you need is your computer, a good
WiFi connection and peace and quiet to work
– Fusio is a perfect fit in all those respects.
You have renovated many old houses
in Fusio. What makes your village so
special?
GLD: Fusio is the highest town in the rear
Lavizzara Valley. Once it was a primary
destination in its own right with five hotels
and a great entrepreneurial spirit. Of course
we would like to see some of that popularity
return with the re-opening of the Hotel Fusio,
which we hope draws more visitors. Another
architectural highlight – the church in Mogno
designed by Mario Botta – is very close by.
Lisa Dazio, unlike your father you didn't
grow up in Fusio, but rather in Locarno. What have you gained from your
experience in the city that can benefit a
village?
LD: An exchange of ideas, contacts, different
opinions. In a word: inspiration!
Learn more about Giovan Luigi and Lisa
Dazio's work: gld-dazio.ch
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01. Ticino's valleys stand for tradition, culture and identity:
La Fortezza, a rustico restored
by Giovan Luigi Dazio.
02. The architects restored the
building over three years: now
Hotel Fusio offers six cozy
rooms and a nice restaurant.
03. A romantic writing nook on
the first floor of Hotel Fusio:
an illustrated 19th century
newspaper on the wall, an old
typewriter belonging to host
Urs Hofer on the desk.

01

THREE OVERNIGHT
DESTINATIONS
AMONG TICINO'S
HISTORIC WALLS

03

02

Revitalising a historic village: it took more than three years for the architects to complete their
renovation of Hotel Fusio, which dates to 1880. Today guests looking for a peaceful and relaxing
place to stay are given a friendly welcome by hosts Claudia Muntwyler and Urs Hofer, and offered
the choice of six cosy rooms. Another six bright rooms are available in Dépendance Casa Salée,
an annex to the main hotel building. “Hotel Fusio is an expression of our history,” says Lisa Dazio.
From the hotel garden, you can relax in a comfortable deck chair and gaze out over the old village
bridge. It's a view that makes Giovan Luigi Dazio nostalgic: “In the old days, people would meet
on the bridge, tell stories, watch the stream rush past below and drink a glass of Cynar together.”
hotelfusio.ch

Casa Martinelli,
Maggia
A 300-year-old house
with a modern annex
and a cheerful hostess. Nearby there is a
waterfall with a cove
for swimming.
casa-martinelli.ch
Palazzo Gamboni,
Comologno
A manor house from
the Lombard era in
Onsernone Valley featuring elegant rooms
with antique furniture. Comologno was
once a hub for artists such as Max Ernst and Elias Canetti.
palazzogamboni.ch
Antica Osteria Dazio,
Fusio
One of the first buildings that Mr. Dazio restored in 1980. The
osteria offers local
specialities.
osteriadazio.com

REL A X
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Unusual overnights in the southern Switzerland

Buonanotte Ticino!
SLEEPING RUSTIC
Discover the origins
of Ticino by staying in
the traditional stone and
wood rustici. Start with a
hike through the chestnut
forests and then dive into
the Verzasca. Enjoy a lunch
of local salametti at a stone
table in the garden. Then
drift off to sleep to the
sounds of the mountains.
ticino.ch/night

“The place
where our
forehead
touched
the sky”

Ise Gropius (1897–1983),
the German author also
known as “Mrs Bauhaus”,
wrote these lines about
Monte Verità, the hill above
Ascona where the world's
first hippie communes were
founded in the early 20th
century. Today you can
stay in the Bauhaus Hotel
or explore the museum
complex, which reopened in
2017 following a multi-year
renovation. monteverita.org

1,750

meters above sea level. Gaze down at the
Lukmanier Pass from your cosy yurt at
Centro Pro Natura, Switzerland's highest
campground. Thanks to the yurt's skylight,
your view extends to the starry night sky!
pronatura-lucomagno.ch

BACK TO THE BELLE ÉPOQUE
At the International au Lac Historic Lakeside
Hotel in Lugano, you might be stepping into
the Victorian era, complete with a four-poster bed, Louis-XVI furniture and a period
parquet floor. When the Gotthard Railway
opened in 1882, it brought a stream of tourists and luxury hotels to Lugano. The spirit
of that era returned with the opening of the
Gotthard Base Tunnel, and can be experienced again in a room of the hotel.
hotel-international.ch
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BACK TO THE FUTURE WITH TICINO WINES

Top-shelf
wines made
in Ticino

The 37 per cent of the wine from Ticino
is grown in the region of Mendrisiotto.

While the majority remains the classic
Merlot, new and innovative wines are
now coming to the fore.
Mendrisiotto, in the southernmost part of Switzerland, features a mild climate
and a landscape of gently
rolling hills. Extending in
a triangle shape toward
Italy, its valley slopes are
garlanded by dense rows of
grapevines: 37 per cent of
all Ticino wines is grown
in the area between the
Melide dam and Chiasso.
In the last several
years, innovative vintners
such as Enrico Trapletti and
Carlo Crivelli are infusing
the winemaking tradition of
the region with fresh ideas.
“We're borrowing from our
own history and cultivating
more heritage grape varieties again, such as Nebbiolo,
which was native to the region until the vine disease
outbreak of the early 20th
century,” says Carlo Crivelli as he strides through a
sleek new wine cellar. The
building at Via Sotto Bisio 5
exemplifies the tastes of the
new generation of vintners:
a state-of-the-art wine
cellar, solar panels on the
roof, and an airy, modern
interior.
With a degree in economics, Crivelli has demonstrated a fresh approach
to tourism as well as wine

making and architecture.
He's begun offering tours of
the region through a wide
network of vintners, producers and cultural institutions, marketed as Mendrisiotto terroir. The idea
is to give visitors a taste of
life among the vines and in
the wine cellars – offering
a glimpse into a less-known
side of Mendrisiotto.
FROM RAILWAYMAN TO
SUCCESSFUL WINEMAKER
The Fumagalli wines are
fermenting in the new
building: some in a steel
tank, the others in wooden barrels. Founded in
the 1920s by the family of
Carlo Crivelli, the winery
has been run since 2010 by
Crivelli himself along with
Enrico Trapletti, a former
engine driver with Swiss
Railways who has a successful wine business of his
own on the side.
Crivelli and Trapletti
were both born into winemaking families and grew
up among the vines. While
their personalities couldn't
be more different – Crivelli
bubbles with enthusiasm
while Trapletti is methodical – they find common
ground in their passion for

01

good wine. “I have cultivated over 50 varieties
of grapes,” says Enrico
Trapletti, reeling off a list
that begins, “Merlot, Gamaret, Nebbiolo, Carminoir,
Chasselas, Chardonnay…”
To emphasise the particular flavour of the various
grapes, he first vinifies
them individually before
mixing them together. Merlot remains the basis of the
majority of wines. However,
adding other grape varieties
– or rather “assembling,” as
it is known in the winemaking trade – opens up new
dimensions of flavour.

GOOD GROUND
AND LOTS OF SUN
What makes for a good
wine? Crivelli and Trapletti
agree it comes down to
two things: “Terroir and
attention to detail.” Mendrisiotto has the advantage
of soil with the proper Ph
and a southern exposure
for the vineyards. But that's
only half the equation. The
manner in which the vines
are tended and the methods used in the wine cellar
are just as important as the
terroir itself. “Being careful,
precise and hands-on are
the basic requirements for
making a wine with character.”

E N J OY — M E N D R I S I OT TO

“Being careful,

precise and handson are the basic
requirements for
making a wine with
character.”

02

ME NDRISIOTTO
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Mendrisiotto Terroir:
Vino, Zincarlin and boccia
Care to lend a hand during
the wine harvest? Taste the
first samples taken from a
barrel in the cellar? How
about talking shop with
today's up-and-coming vintners? Going on a tour with
Mendrisiotto terroir takes
you behind the scenes of the
wine business. At the same
time, it offers a taste of other experiences in the region.
Ranging from one to seven
days, the excursions can go
as far afield as the quarry at
Arzo or to museums such as
Museo Vincenzo Vela. Along
the way, you might be introduced to delicacies such as
local Zincarlin cheese, or try
out activities like biking, hiking or playing boccia. You
have the option of booking
your wine country adventure as a standard tour or
as a personalised package.
mendrisiottoterroir.ch
ticino.ch/wineharvest

01. What distinguishes a fine wine?
“Terroir and attention to detail”, both vintners agree.
02. To highlight the taste of
different grapes, he vinifies
each variety separately: Enrico
Trapletti in his wine cellar.
03. Carlo Crivelli was born into a
vintner's family and grew up
among the vines.

03
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A Vintners Tale

Nearly 3,000 vintners tend 1,092 hectares of grape vines in Ticino, which
takes up just 2,812 square kilometers in southern Switzerland.

83%

Of Ticino's 1,092 hectares
of grape vines, 873
are Merlot. (White
Merlot wine is
vinified from red
grapes.) Other
varieties, mostly
used in blends,
are cultivated on the
remaining 219 hectares.
About 37 per cent of Ticino
grapes come from Mendrisiotto.

While 83 per cent of all
grapes cultivated in Ticino
are Merlot, a new trend
toward growing native
varieties such as Bondola
or Freisa has emerged in
recent years.

1906

Merlot

37%

Mendrisiotto

The vine pest introduced
from America in the late
19th century destroyed all
of Europe's native grapes.

2018

In 2018, the VITI quality
seal celebrated its 70th
anniversary. The certificate
recognises high-quality
monovarietal Merlots.
The first Merlot was produced in 1906. It was the
grape variety that proved
most resilient in a number
of experiments.

873
ha

About 5.5 million grape
vines grow in Ticino, known
as the sunny corner of
Switzerland for a good reason: on average there are
2,170 hours of sun per year.

2170

1
3

In 1986, Feliciano Gialdi
produced the first white
Merlot in response to
the demand from German-speaking Switzerland.
Today white Merlot makes
up one third of Ticino's
total wine production.

The name Merlot comes
from “merle,” the French
word for blackbird, as the
birds are fond of these
fast-ripening grapes.

“Open cellar” tour: On 19
and 20 May 2018, from 10
am to 6 pm, Ticino's vintners open the doors of their
wine cellars to the public
for tasting. ticinowine.ch

19/20.05
2018
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3,3%
Relax in the heart of wine
country at Fattoria
l'Amorosa, located in
Sementina-Gudo, and enjoy
the wines of Delea Cellars.
amorosa.ch

96,7%

Of Ticino's nearly 3,000 vintners, only about
100 work full-time. The rest pursue winemaking as a hobby.

The cradle of Ticino Merlot: wine pioneer Giovanni Rossi
launched the first experiments with Merlot from the Vallombrosa vineyard in the early 20th century, in tranquil Castelrotto. Today the vineyard belongs to Tamborini Vini, and is an
agrotourism attraction. vallombrosa.ch

There are three different
themed paths for hiking
through Mendrisiotto's
vineyards, providing a
chance to learn fascinating
facts about winemaking in
the magnificent landscape.
hike.ticino.ch

Sagra
del
Borgo

Mendrisio
Come September, scenic
Mendrisio becomes an
enormous fairgrounds.
The annual village festival
is a chance to sample local
delicacies and – of course
– celebrate with a glass of
wine. sagradelborgo.ch

Source: Ticinowine
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VIVA L'APERITIVO!
HERE ARE SOME
PLACES WHERE TO
FIND TICINO TO
DRINK
Casa del vino Ticino, Morbio Inferiore
A new “house of wine”
located in the old
mill of Ghitello, Casa
del Vino Ticino offers everything one
needs to know about
Ticino wine (including
tastings) along with a
range of local dishes.
Open Wednesday–
Sunday, 11 am–10 pm.
casadelvinoticino.ch
Bar Gabbani, Lugano
Located in the
heart of Lugano,
Bar Gabbani is a traditional gourmet establishment offering a broad range
of Ticino's delicacies. Don't miss the
aperitivo offered
on Wednesday evenings. gabbani.com
Eden Roc Marina,
Ascona
Take a seat on one
of the rattan chairs in
the lovely garden of
Eden Roc Marina, sip
your glass of Merlot
as you gaze out over
Lake Maggiore, and
you may find yourself agreeing with the
locals: “There's nowhere as beautiful
as this!” edenroc.ch
Blu Lounge, Locarno
Put together an eclectically decorated interior, a modern
menu and an unbeatable location right
on Lido Locarno, and
what do you get? A
trendy spot to meet
for an apéro. Plus: enjoy the homemade focaccia with your cocktail. blu-locarno.ch
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“Cascata del Botto”,
Samuel Ferrara, @samuelferrara
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#ticinomoments
Visitors to Ticino can share personal highlights of

their time in southern Switzerland using the hashtag

#ticinomoments. Add #ticinomoments to your pho-

tos on Instagram or Facebook and tell us about your
discoveries in Ticino. And if you're still looking for ideas for your next holiday, go to ticino.ch/experiences
and browse the top tips for making your time in
southern Switzerland unforgettable.
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01. “Valle Verzasca”,
Mirya Pfefferli, @levanazana
02. “Bedrettotal”,
Michael Bigler, @glosolich
03. “Kurhaus Cademario”,
Marina Comes, @marinacomes
04. “Lago Maggiore”,
Lars Veenstra, @larsveenstra
05. “Monte Generoso”, Boris
Baldinger, @borisbaldinger
06. “Denti della vecchia”,
Martino Galvanone, @martopic
07. “Fiume Verzasca”,
Julia Wunsch, @wunschengel
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What is it that inspires my devotion to you? Is it your special light? In early December, the sun
climbs Monte Paglione slowly, illuminating the peak in gold. As the mountain awakens out of
shadow, a dance of sunbeams shimmers over the slope. The lake begins to breathe. The changing
hues of this landscape inspired Marianne von Werefkin, an artist who lived on Lake Maggiore and
whose works are now in the Ascona museum.
Dear Ticino, you always drew painters, authors and musicians. The stories of these artists
still whisper in the air. As a writer myself, I especially love the places they lived, such as Comologno
in Valle Onsernone. Aline Valangin and her husband Vladimir Rosenbaum opened their villa there
to refugees such as Kurt Tucholsky, Max Ernst and Ignazio Silone. I wrote about these events in
my book “Aline and the Invention of Love”.
In Bavona, my favourite valley, the hamlet of Sonlert nestled among rocky cliffs evokes scenes
from Plinio Martini's book “Il fondo del sacco.” Other sights closer to home also recall extraordinary people, such as the two hidden mills between Arcegno and Ronco. Heiner Hesse lived in the
lower of the two for years. He penned letters into his old age, answering queries about his father
Hermann Hesse. One encounters Hesse everywhere in Ticino. As such a private person, however,
he may be best understood through the story of his deep friendship with Hugo Ball and Emmy
Hennigs. This trio features in my book “And I will always be your friend”.
The upper mill, known as Mulino Brüm-Nebelmühle, also had famous residents. One was
the mad genuis from Monte Verità, psychiatrist Otto Gross. (C.G. Jung's attempts to cure him
were unsuccessful.) One of Gross's own patients was a shy writer from St. Gallen named Regina
Ullmann whom he met at Café Stefanie in Schwabing. My book “Stone Means Love” is a chronicle
of their relationship, set in the early era of psychiatry.
As you see, dear Ticino, my life has been spent writing and reading about your landscape
and culture, and also admiring it! And with your warm people, their rich language and the local
cuisine, I couldn't imagine living anywhere else.

Eveline Hasler

Grazie, Ticino!
Eveline Hasler

Eveline Hasler is one of
Switzerland's most renowned authors. She first
became known for children's
and young adult books in
the 1960s and 1970s, and
then wrote novels for adults.
Translated into 12 languages, her works have received
numerous awards. She has
lived in Ticino for many
years. nagel-kimche.ch

The lake lies on the shores of the BLU.

Restaurant & Lounge / Sushi & Sashimi Bar
Pizzeria / Vegetarian & Vegan
Terrace / Kid’s Corner
Via Respini 9 / CH-6600 Locarno / www.blu-locarno.ch / fb.com/blulocarno
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Casa Berno

Remorino

La Rocca

Welcome to three remarkable, personally managed 4 star hotels in Ticino.
The Benvenuti Hotels offer a stylish setting for relaxation, enjoyment and special experiences in Ticino.
They captivate with charm and southern ambience and convince with their living hospitality and quality.
All hotels are located in a privileged location in the holiday region of Ascona/Locarno.

Offers, prices and booking:

www.benvenuti.ch · T +41 41 368 09 90

Ticino Ticket
Travel within Ticino for free

Until 2020 guests will be able to get around for free
in the whole region by using public transport
during their stay. The Ticino Ticket offers additional

guests who stay in hotels, youth hostels and camping
sites only. Everyone will receive the Ticino Ticket
at the arrival upon check in and it can be used from the

advantages such as discounts on cable cars and
navigation company as well as on a selection of the
main tourist attractions. The offer is proposed to

first overnight stay until midnight of the departure day.
Lakes, rivers and mountains - everything at hand with
Ticino Ticket!

ticino.ch/ticket

